Synovial chondromatosis of the hip - A Case Report
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Abstract
Background: Synovial chondromatosis is a benign, relatively rare condition arising from synovial membrane of joints. It usually affects middle aged individuals arising in large joints. The treatment is surgical by removal of the loose bodies and hyperactive synovium. This case report documents this rare synovial pathology in the hip joint and its management by open synovectomy and loose body excision.

Case Report: A thirty one year old female presented with the complaint of insidiously increasing swelling in the right groin with pain and progressively increasing restriction of movements at right hip. After clinical and radiological examination the patient was diagnosed as stage three synovial chondromatosis of hip and was managed by open synovectomy with loose body excision. The histopathology of the excised specimens confirmed the diagnosis.

Conclusion: Surgical management is most often required in patients with symptomatic and progressive disease as in this case. Loose body excision and complete synovectomy offers reliable cure in young patients where replacement arthroplasty can be considered later on.
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Introduction
Synovial Chondromatosis is a rare benign pathological condition that affects synovial membranes.

It mostly involves large synovial joints like knee hip and elbow. It is characterized by formation of cartilage with synovial metaplasia. The diagnosis is made by clinical and radiological examination.

Case Report
A 31 year old woman presented with the complaint of pain in the right hip region since past two years which gradually increased in intensity over time. The pain was localized to the hip region and was aggravated when the patient was bearing weight on the right lower limb or walking. About 6 months ago the patient noticed a swelling in the inguinal region appreciated more prominently over the anterior aspect. The swelling progressively increased in size over past six months. The patient gradually developed difficulty in walking and squatting on the floor. There was no history of any injury to the hip region, any history of fever or significant weight loss or loss of appetite. On examination the range of movements was reduced in all planes. Active flexion of 70 degree with a further passive flexion of 10 degree, 25 degree of abduction and 10 degree of adduction was present. All the movements were globally painful and were associated with palpable crepitations on the inguinal region. There was an active SLR of 60 degrees and passive SLR of 70 degrees and no fixed deformity at the hip. Plain X-ray films with both hip joints and pelvis in the AP and LAT view showed soft tissue swelling around the neck of femur and multiple oval shaped calcified structures of a uniform oval size around femoral head and neck. MRI showed effusion of the right hip joint with multiple pelletlike small filling defects which were indicative of synovial chondromatosis. Open synovectomy of the hip joint was done by posterior approach and as much synovium as possible with the calcified nodules were removed. Hundreds of pellets ranging in size from 1 to 2 cm were removed along with the thickened capsule. The pellets were round or oval in shape with smooth shiny surface. The synovium and the loose bodies were sent for histopathological examination. The histopathological examination confirmed the clinico-radiological diagnosis. Postoperatively the patient was advised physiotherapy of the hip by mobilization and strengthening exercises. The range of movements in all the planes improved but was slightly painful due to early arthritis of the hip secondary to long standing disease for which the patient sought treatment quite late. There was no recurrence till now that is one year after surgery.
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Thickened synovium that was excised
Discussion

Synovial Chondromatosis is a rare condition with an unknown aetiology. It is characterized by formation cartilaginous bodies in the synovium and in the connective tissues of the large joints.\textsuperscript{1,2} The pathological process of the disease involves three stages. The first stage is characterized by synovitis, there are no loose bodies yet formed. The second stage is characterized by formation of loose in the joint but they are still cartilaginous. The third stage involves calcification of the cartilaginous bodies and the synovial hyperactivity subsides. With the progression of disease the loose bodies get ossified and are visible radiologically on X-rays.\textsuperscript{3} This condition is mostly seen as a monoarticular condition and more than 50% cases are reported to be in the knee joint.\textsuperscript{4} In our case the involvement was seen in the hip joint which is the second most commonly involved joint. Synovial Chondromatosis usually presents in third to fifth decade of life, rarely seen in children and has a sex predilection occurring twice more commonly in males.\textsuperscript{5,6} Our patient was in the third decade but was a female contrary to the condition being commoner in males. Synovial chondromatosis is widely differentiated into two types; the primary type and the secondary type. The primary type occurs in a normal joint secondary to cartilaginous metaplasia of synovial cells with trauma as the most common inciting stimulus.\textsuperscript{7} Secondary synovial chondromatosis is caused by embedding of cartilage fragments from articular surfaces into the synovium causing a metaplastic change thus producing chondroid nodules.\textsuperscript{8} The patients with synovial chondromatosis often present with pain, decreased range of motion at the joint, palpable mass or nodular swelling and locking of joint\textsuperscript{8} most of which were the presenting complaints in our patient. Often the patient may not present with any complaint and the lesion may be an incidental finding. Plain radiographs, ultrasound, CT scan and MRI are diagnostic modalities used but MRI is the modality of choice because it can delineate soft tissues better.\textsuperscript{9} The treatment depends on the symptoms and the demands of the patient. Removal of the loose bodies along with synovectomy is usually the treatment of choice in active synovitis.\textsuperscript{10} It can be done arthroscopically or by open arthrotomy. Total hip arthroplasty can also be done if synovial chondromatosis co-exists with arthritis. Complications of synovial chondromatosis are secondary osteoarthritis, malignancy, recurrence of disease.\textsuperscript{11,12}
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